
General activities

-act out an award you would be honored to accept- everyone guess
-share a favorite birthday gift you received as a child
-write down your favorite number between 1 & 5- find 2 things in common with 
everyone who wrote down that number
-assume the position that best expressed your feelings about God
-everyone remove one object form your pocket or bag & place it next to someone in the 
group. everyone share how that object symbolizes the person
-who would you vote for for king or queen of the world?
-give a temperature reading for how hot or cold your relationship with God is now
-create & do a shared victory dance
-strike the pose of your favorite cartoon character & everyone guess
-draw a price tag- put on it  what you think is the worth of a friend- share why
-sculpt or draw a bone that best describes your life now
-collect every device that the group has that tells time. share how can you give God the 
next 24 hours and see what he does with them
-act out your favorite movie scene with a partner in slow motion
-draw a flag that symbolizes your parents- show & tell
-share who you think understands you the best
-as a group[ choose a menu of the only meal you will ever have in your life- everyone in 
the group must agree
-make up cheers for each other as if you were each others biggest fans
-in a safe area- shake & then open sodas- discuss how that is like or unlike you when 
upset
-sign your name backwards- why do you think it is so hard?
-draw the ticket the attitude police have given you & tell why
-draw a cup- write what causes you to overflow with joy, with fear?
-perform a puppet play that depicts your relationship with Jesus
-write a forged note from a parent that excuses you from the class of your choice forever 
& share
-at the same time everybody do the exercise that best symbolizes your relationship with 
Jesus
-in the voice of your favorite cartoon character say something that honors God
-making a “v” with your fingers, share where are you experiencing victory in your life
-draw a diploma from the school of your choice & share
-complete: “i accept full responsibility for the time I____”
-discuss: how has God shown his commitment to me?
-when did you tyalk to God at your highest & lowest points?
-as a group do your best impression of a herd of elephants on roller skates
-in pairs draw pictures of where in ther world you would love to be on vacation & share 
them with each other
-write & share a prayer for a friend’s relationship with Jesus
-draw an award you would like to give to the person who has significantly affected your 
life
-say your full name backwards



shack activities
mobile  p 207
drop rock- ripples p224
declaring forgiveness  p 227
i love the way you  p 107
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